Making the strategic choice to break down the silos to create an organization that values collaboration with integrated business planning is the first transformational move towards delivering more business value.

Overview

Chances are you’ve heard the term “retail strategy and planning”. Used informally, it can be confused with merchandise planning, financial planning, and even supply chain operations. There’s some truth to this definition, but strategy and execution should be integrated, and it should be an imperative, an initiative that is broad yet reachable by every part of the organization. An integrated business plan is an iterative process that evaluates the cost/benefit trade-offs of operational components.

Introducing Oracle Retail Merchandise Financial and Item Planning Solutions

Oracle Retail Merchandise Financial and Item Planning are market-leading solutions, made for retailers who plan with strategic financial inputs and unit level detail. By providing a single source to prepare pre-season plans and in-season management, retailers will have a streamlined approach and gain more visibility to the entire business planning process. This integrated view will improve workflow, with defined and clear processes, and use one set of metrics for a consolidated financial picture. With Oracle’s solution, retailers can expect to see financial improvements with better inventory turns and growth in margins.

Unique Features of Oracle Retail Business Planning Solutions

Business Insight. Its design allows merchants to provide merchants with the ability to support the entire life cycle of a product, with complete visibility on sales, inventory and profits through easy to use workflows. Retail analytics such as demand forecasting and optimized history can be embedded into the integrated planning processes to improve merchandise management and plan accuracy. For merchants, managing an item to bring in the highest profits is key. With Oracle’s solutions, in-season management allows for financial plans to be adjusted to react to market conditions, and customers reactions to new product introductions. Multi-channel support provides planning capabilities for distribution channels including online, catalog and traditional store outlets. Integration with Oracle’s Retail Merchandising applications ensures all components of the retail enterprise are consistent with the financial plan.
Inside the Numbers

Addressing the needs of a merchant requires the ability to answer these questions:

- What is the impact to my Open-to-Buy if I change my forecast?
- How can I quickly change my allocation of an order, if I make an adjustment on the Purchase Order?
- What’s the best way to spread sales and inventory across multiple category plans?
- How can I better reconcile my open orders to the financial plans?
- Why can’t we automate in-season forecasting with accuracy, and make changes to a buy plan?

With Oracle’s solutions, retailers will make decisions with plans which are based on accurate demand forecast, rather than only sales history. Financial indicators, such as sales, markdowns, receipts, inventory on hand, gross margin, and open-to-buy will arm merchants with a complete view and detail inside the numbers to make the best decisions.

Measuring Effectiveness

By providing shared visibility across the ecosystem, the organization will make better business decisions in real-time. This will lead to increased shareholder values the company accelerates its pace to provide better decisions, based on fact and business strategy.
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